Introduction
============

Chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS), or myalgic encephalomyelitis, is a common, debilitating, multisystem disorder of uncertain pathogenesis, for which there exists evidence of dysregulation of the central nervous system, immune system and cellular energy metabolism ([@b1]). However, its differentiation from psychiatric disorders, especially anxiety and depression, remains controversial ([@b2],[@b3]). In this exploratory study, in view of the limited success of brain imaging in CFS so far, we shifted emphasis and performed voxel-based *regressions* of brain MR images with scores of CFS severity and CFS duration.

Two recent brain imaging studies have provided new insights into the aetiology of CFS, both implicating the midbrain. A voxel-based morphometry (VBM) analysis demonstrated white matter (WM) volume loss with increasing disease duration in the midbrain ([@b4]), and a positron emission tomography (PET) study which labelled activated microglia and activated astrocytes detected neuroinflammation in several locations, with the midbrain having the strongest statistics ([@b5]). Earlier studies using single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) and PET have reported brainstem and prefrontal changes ([@b6]--[@b9]). A PET study comparing subjects with multiple sclerosis with and without fatigue detected differences in extended prefrontal grey matter (GM) and WM ([@b10]).

Voxel-based image analysis of MRI in CFS with statistical parametric mapping (SPM) is limited. A PET study of CFS reported decreased glucose metabolism in the orbitofrontal cortex ([@b9]) and one VBM study detected decreased GM volume in the dorsolateral prefrontal GM ([@b11]), although another did not ([@b12]). WM hyperintensities were more prevalent in CFS in two studies ([@b13],[@b14]), but had normal incidence in our ([@b4]) and another ([@b15]) study.

Two brain imaging studies have attempted to distinguish associations with CFS from associations with comorbid anxiety and/or depression. A PET study ([@b9]) detected correlations with depression (mesial orbitofrontal cortex), where differences from normal controls (NCs) were also detected, but could not determine: 'whether depression is a triggering factor for CFS or the result of chronic suffering from fatigue'. However, a functional MRI (fMRI) study ([@b16]) reported activation in quite distinct brain locations for fatigue-inducing and anxiety-inducing scenarios. Non-imaging studies have indicated that CFS is distinct from major depressive disorder ([@b2],[@b17]).

In the current study, in addition to VBM, we performed a novel voxel-based quantitative analysis of *T*~1~-weighted and *T*~2~-weighted spin-echo (T1w and T2w) brain MRI images after intersubject signal level normalisation. T1w and T2w images are ideal for cross-sectional studies because of their low noise, high resolution and minimal distortion from patient-induced and instrumentation-induced magnetic field inhomogeneities ([@b18]). In the absence of lesions, the T1w signal responds primarily to changes in the levels of myelin ([@b19]--[@b21]), making it suitable for the detection of subtle changes in WM over extended areas (large clusters of voxels). In the absence of lesions, the T2w signal responds primarily to regional blood volume ([@b22]) in the brain.

From the *T* statistic map generated here by each voxel-by-voxel MRI regression, clusters of contiguous voxels with *T* above a nominal threshold (normally specified as the equivalent *P* value) were defined. Guided by the principle, 'broad signals are best detected by low thresholds and sharp focal signals are best detected by high thresholds' ([@b23]), we relaxed the cluster-forming threshold from the conventional voxel *P* = 0.001 ('high' *T* threshold) used to detect focal signals to *P* = 0.005 ('low' *T* threshold) and tested the resulting clusters for significance.

This article presents results from a cross-sectional, voxel-based, brain MRI study of CFS. A preliminary partial analysis of the same dataset ([@b4]) demonstrated involvement of midbrain and right middle temporal WM, and abnormal relationships between brain MRI and autonomic function. The involvement of prefrontal WM, reported by other authors, allowed us to invoke an a priori hypothesis for this location. Together with the earlier midbrain volume loss and neuroinflammation evidence, the location and nature of the WM brain associations detected here permitted us to propose a single coherent explanation -- impaired nerve conduction in the midbrain -- for our observations.

Methods
=======

Subjects
--------

Twenty-seven subjects with CFS, aged 19--46 years, were recruited from community-based specialist and general practice. They met both the Fukuda ([@b24]) and Canadian ([@b25]) criteria for CFS and were assessed as described in ref. ([@b4]). All medications including 'natural therapies' were discontinued 2 weeks prior to the study week, except for paracetamol and oral contraceptives. Subjects with a history of chemical sensitivity or a body mass index (BMI) \> 30, or who were pregnant, postmenopausal, unable to undertake brain MR or cerebral SPECT scans, or unable to discontinue medication, were excluded. The study period was delayed for any viral or bacterial infection until recovery.

Twenty-seven NCs unrelated to the subjects with CFS were recruited by public advertisement, and were matched for gender, age to within 2 years and weight to within 5 kg. They were not taking any medications and had no previous serious illnesses. All participants were compensated for transport costs alone. All examinations were completed within 1 week. The study protocol was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the Royal Adelaide Hospital, and all subjects gave informed written consent.

Two subjects with CFS and their age- and sex-matched NCs were removed from the analysis based on their MR scan. One man, aged 30 years, had an absent right cerebellum without cerebellar symptoms, and one woman, aged 20 years, had a large frontal angiomatous tumour, again asymptomatic with regard to the tumour. Thus, 25 subjects with CFS with a mean duration of fatigue of 7.4 years (range, 2--15 years) and 25 NCs were assessed, with six men and 19 women in each group. The mean ages were 32 years (range, 19--46 years) for subjects with CFS and 32.8 years (range, 20--46 years) for NCs. The precursor to CFS onset was an infection in 14 cases (seven caused by serologically proven Epstein--Barr virus), work and stress in three, post-delivery in one and was unknown in seven.

Three CFS severity scores were used: the Bell CFS disability scale (CFS disability) ([@b26]) and two scores derived from self-scores of the 10 most significant symptoms ([@b27],[@b28]). These were the 'somatic symptom score' (somatic SS) and the 'neurological symptom score' (neuro SS). The somatic SS was the sum of the six self-scores for severity of fatigue, change in sleeping pattern, dizziness on standing, pain in muscles, stomach symptoms and overall level of function. The neuro SS was the sum of the four self-scores for change in concentration, change in short-term memory, headaches and experience of emotional swings. All were scored such that lower scores indicated more severe symptoms. To determine the levels of depression and anxiety, all subjects completed the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) questionnaire ([@b29]). We performed correlations between scores of CFS duration, CFS disability, somatic SS, neuro SS, anxiety and depression (from first principles in MatLab, The Mathworks Inc, Natick MA). Haemodynamic scores were also acquired with a 24-h ambulatory blood pressure monitor \[see ref. ([@b4]) for correlations\].

MR acquisition
--------------

MR images were acquired on a Philips 1.5-T Intera MR scanner (Philips, Eindhoven, the Netherlands) with a body transmit coil and birdcage receive coil. Three sequences were used: *T*1w (TR/TE/flip angle = 600 ms/15 ms/90º); T2w (TR/TE/flip angle = 4000 ms/80 ms/90º); and three-dimensional spoiled gradient-echo (TR/TE/flip angle = 5.76 ms/1.9 ms/9º). T1w and T2w images were transaxial with pixel sizes of 0.82 × 0.82 and 0.859 × 0.859 mm^2^, respectively, and a contiguous slice thickness of 3 mm. The three-dimensional gradient echo voxel size was 0.938 × 0.938 × 1.0 mm^3^ \[see ref. ([@b4]) for visual MRI scoring\].

Preprocessing of images
-----------------------

We limit ourselves here to VBM, T1w and T2w comparisons between CFS and NC groups, and regressions with measures of CFS severity and CFS duration, which detected associations in WM. SPM5 (<http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm>) was used throughout.

First, the three-dimensional gradient-echo brain images were segmented into separate GM, WM and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) images which were spatially normalised to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template. Each voxel value was the probability (range, 0.0--1.0) that it belonged to the partition in question (e.g. WM). Non-linear spatial normalisation of the grey and white partitions was then refined over six iterations using SPM5\'s DARTEL toolbox ([@b30]), each iteration using a template derived from the sum of the images from the previous iteration. This achieves greater accuracy than the standard SPM5 algorithm ([@b30]). An additional affine transformation of the final DARTEL GM template to the standard MNI GM template was computed and applied to the normalised partitions for each subject. The GM and WM partitions were then processed independently using VBM ([@b32]) which 'modulated' the voxel (probability) values to encode the local volume changes associated with the non-linear spatial normalisation. Intersubject normalisation of total volumes was achieved by including the total GM (WM) volume as a nuisance covariate in the GM (WM) SPM statistical analysis.

The T1w and T2w MR images for each subject were co-registered to their raw three-dimensional gradient-echo scan, and the DARTEL deformations computed above were applied to render them in MNI space. Finally, the spatially normalised T1w and T2w images were smoothed using an 8-mm full width at half-maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel. Intersubject T1w (and T2w) signal level normalisation was performed using the mean voxel value in a mask (brain volume) generated using voxel-based iterative sensitivity (VBIS) analysis ([@b33]). VBIS analysis is based on a preliminary CFS *versus* NC analysis using SPM\'s 'proportional scaling' and defines the mask as those voxels within brain parenchyma (GM + WM) with intersubject variance less than the median. These mean levels were then incorporated as a nuisance covariate in the SPM statistical analysis, effectively normalising the intersubject T1w (or T2w) signal levels. To reduce edge effects in the SPM statistical analyses, we excluded VBM (WM volume) voxels with values below 0.1 (for any subject), and T1w and T2w voxels with signal levels below 0.5 of the mean voxel value.

Cluster-forming thresholds
--------------------------

SPM generates statistics for both single voxels and clusters of voxels. A cluster is formed by contiguous voxels with an uncorrected voxel *P* below a nominal threshold, and SPM reports a cluster *P* for each cluster detected. In this article, guided by the principle 'broad signals are best detected by low thresholds and sharp focal signals are best detected by high thresholds ([@b23]), in addition to testing for corrected cluster *P* \< 0.05 (corrected for multiple cluster comparisons) from the cluster-forming uncorrected voxel *P* = 0.001 threshold, which is the convention for the detection of focal signals, we also relaxed the uncorrected voxel *P* to 0.005 to test for clusters larger in extent, but with generally less significant voxel *P*, which may have been insignificant with the stricter uncorrected voxel *P* = 0.001 threshold. Correction of cluster statistics for multiple cluster comparisons was performed using a non-stationary permutation method in the SPM 'ns' toolbox, which caters for variable image smoothness and has been validated for uncorrected voxel *P* thresholds of both 0.001 and 0.01 ([@b34]).

For clusters in WM with an a priori hypothesis (prefrontal WM here), and for which the corrected cluster *P* was not significant, the uncorrected cluster *P* was also tested.

Statistical designs
-------------------

The full analysis of this study consisted of *n* = \[1 + (4 + 2) + 18\] × 2 × 4 = 200 regressions. Here, in the square brackets, '1' refers to the categorical (group) comparison of CFS with NC and 18 refers to autonomic regressors for blood pressure (systolic, diastolic and pulse pressure) and heart rate whilst seated and asleep ([@b4]), for which complete results will be reported elsewhere. For '(4+2)', '4' refers to the CFS duration and three severity regressors (CFS disability, somatic SS and neuro SS) considered here. All four were analysed with a one-sided CFS-only regression, whereas '2', somatic SS and neuro SS, were also analysed with a two-sided, CFS and NC interaction-with-group design which tested each voxel for CFS and NC regressions with opposite slopes. Two-sided regressions were not applied to the CFS duration, because it was not applicable to NC, nor to CFS disability, because it had the same value for all NC subjects (see plot in Figure[2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). The '×2' accounts for both positive and negative regressions for each statistical design and '×4' accounts for the four image types (GM volume, WM volume, T1w and T2w). This paper is confined to WM results from the analysis of WM volume and T1w and T2w images in group comparisons and regressions against CFS duration or CFS severity, that is \[1 + (4 + 2)\] × 2 × 3 = 42 regressions ('×3' here instead of '×4' because GM volume regressions will not generate WM clusters). It should be noted that 200, not 42, was applied when correcting for multiple regressions (see below). All regressions were adjusted for age.

Correction for multiple regressions
-----------------------------------

Because we tested for significant clusters using two cluster-forming thresholds, the number of designs tested was *N* = 2 × *n* = 400. Bonferroni-corrected *P* values are obtained by multiplying corrected cluster *P* by *N*. However, because not all clinical measures are independent, the Bonferroni correction is too strict. We therefore used the false discovery rate (FDR), the expected proportion of false positives among all *N* designs tested ([@b35]). An upper bound, *q* = 0.05, was chosen for the expected FDR. The *m* strongest results with *P* values, *P*~1~,...,*P~m~*, which satisfied *P*~1~,...,*P~m~* \< (*m*/*N*)*q*, were then deemed to be significant. If a cluster *P* was more significant after adjustment for depression, the adjusted value was used for the FDR assessment.

Adjustment for anxiety and depression
-------------------------------------

Regressions that yielded a cluster with corrected *P* \< 0.05 were repeated with adjustment for the HADS depression and anxiety scores independently. In the preliminary report ([@b4]), adjustments were made by including both depression and anxiety as nuisance covariates. Here, because of the strong correlation detected between depression and anxiety, adjustment for depression only should be sufficient to adjust for both. However, because of the controversy around the role of depression and anxiety in CFS, regressions that yielded WM clusters with corrected cluster *P* \< 0.05 were repeated separately with adjustment for depression and then anxiety. Because adjustment for depression had such a profound effect in some regressions, we also performed a satellite study of direct regressions between the MR images and depression itself, and then anxiety. To our knowledge, regressions of T1w and T2w against measures of anxiety and depression have not been performed previously.

Image display
-------------

All images were displayed using the 'neurological' convention (patient left is left on the image). The thalamic and inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF) edges superimposed on some images were derived from the masks defined in the TD and aal atlases incorporated in the Wake Forest University PickAtlas toolbox of SPM5. Colour-coded overlays of clusters from multiple regressions on a background image were achieved using the 'slover' program (<http://www.imaging.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/imaging/DisplaySlices>).

Results
=======

For the six regressors examined here (CFS duration, CFS disability, somatic SS, neuro SS and HADS depression and anxiety), significant correlations were found between the clinical scores of CFS disability and somatic SS (*R* = 0.82, *P* = 6e-7), CFS disability and neuro SS (0.66, 0.0003), CFS disability and depression (--0.49, 0.013), somatic SS and neuro SS (0.59, 0.002), somatic SS and depression (--0.50, 0.011), and anxiety and depression (0.69, 0.0001), although not for CFS disability or somatic SS and anxiety.

An FDR of 0.05 for the 200 regressions performed and the two cluster-forming thresholds tested was achieved by setting a corrected cluster *P* threshold of 0.008. Five WM clusters created with a voxel threshold of 0.005 from the MRI comparisons between CFS and NC or MRI regressions with CFS duration and CFS severity were significant by this criterion, although, in one case, only after adjustment for depression. Two new clusters were detected in T1w regressions with the severity measures CFS disability and somatic SS, and one new cluster from the T2w comparison between CFS and NC. The remaining two, from WM volume *versus* CFS duration and T2w *versus* CFS duration regressions, have been reported previously ([@b4]), and were included here to provide a complete summary of WM associations with CFS severity and duration.

Figure[1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} provides an overview of the cluster locations and extent for the T1w regressions, before and after adjustment for depression. They were located bilaterally in the prefrontal WM. The T1w association with CFS disability was stronger than with somatic SS. Adjustment for depression markedly increased cluster size, particularly on the left.

![Axial and coronal projections of *T* statistic maxima showing cluster location and extent in prefrontal white matter (WM) for *T*~1~-weighted spin-echo (T1w) *versus* chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) disability (top) and T1w *versus* somatic symptom score (SS) (bottom), before (left) and after (right) adjustment for depression. The voxel *P* threshold for cluster formation was 0.005.](nbm0028-0404-f1){#fig01}

Table[1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} lists the corrected cluster *P* values and sizes for all five regressions for cluster-forming uncorrected voxel *P* = 0.005 and 0.001, and with adjustment for depression and anxiety. Adjustment for depression greatly enhanced the clusters from regressions A, B and E, although, for A and E, this was partly a result of the merging of adjacent clusters. Initially, cluster B did not survive FDR correction for multiple tests (only clusters with *P* \< 0.006 survived), but easily met this criterion after adjustment for depression. It was striking that, when the stricter uncorrected voxel *P* = 0.001 cluster-forming threshold was applied for regression A (after depression adjustment) and regressions C and D, their clusters, although reduced in size by a factor of 2--3, became more significant. Depression and anxiety adjustments had little effect on clusters from regressions C and D, although, for D, anxiety weakened *P*, which suggests that the effects of CFS duration on T2w correlate with the effects of anxiety on T2w. The cluster *P* values in Table[1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} are corrected for multiple cluster comparisons. However, regression A and B clusters were located where an a priori hypothesis applied. Therefore, their uncorrected cluster *P* values are relevant and, for regression B threshold 0.005 clusters, were 0.013 (right), 2.4e-6 and 0.0013 (left and right) depression adjusted, and 0.004 and 0.005 anxiety adjusted.

###### 

Corrected cluster *P* and cluster size *k* (voxels) for MRI regressions with chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) severity and CFS duration, and CFS to normal control (NC) group comparisons that yielded significant clusters in white matter (corrected cluster *P* \< 0.05). Voxel size was 2 × 2 × 2 mm^3^. Results are also listed after separate adjustment for depression and anxiety ('d' and 'a' in 'adj' column). Only clusters with *P* \< 0.008 survived the rigorous false discovery rate correction for multiple regressions. For regression A, values separated by '&' are for separate bilateral clusters, although, for the depression-adjusted 0.005 threshold case, the two clusters merged at the genu of the corpus callosum

      MR image    Regressor          adj   Cluster *P* and size (*k*) for two voxel thresholds   Cluster location                                 
  --- ----------- ------------------ ----- ----------------------------------------------------- ------------------ ---------------- ------------ -------------------------
                                           0.005                                                 0.001                                            
                                           *P*                                                   *k*                *P*              *k*          
                                     --    0.0044 & 0.0056                                       901 & 978          0.035            131          ventrolateral thalamus,
  A   T1w         --CFS disability   d     1.5e-5                                                6062               6.4e-6 & 0.016   1905 & 307   internal capsule,
                                     a     2.5e-4 & 0.004                                        1962 & 1282        0.0010           435          prefrontal WM
                                     --    ns[\*](#tf1-1){ref-type="table-fn"}                                      ns                            
  B   T1w         --Somatic SS       d     1.0e-4                                                1697               1.4e-4           364          Prefrontal WM
                                     a     ns[\*](#tf1-1){ref-type="table-fn"}                                      ns                            
                                     --    1.7e-4                                                4067               2.9e-5           2228         
  C   WM volume   --CFS duration     d     2.2e-4                                                4077               4.3e-5           2153         Midbrain
                                     a     1.5e-4                                                4237               3.3e-5           2234         
                                     --    0.0041                                                950                0.0032           356          Right middle
  D   T2w         --CFS duration     d     0.0050                                                918                0.0031           351          temporal
                                     a     0.011                                                 414                0.011            228          WM
                                     --    0.05                                                  793                ns                            Right middle
  E   T2w         CFS \> NC          d     2.2e-4                                                1464               0.05             91           temporal
                                     a     ns                                                                       ns                            WM

indicates significant uncorrected cluster *P*.

SS, symptom score; T1w, *T*~1~-weighted spin-echo; T2w, *T*~2~-weighted spin-echo; WM, white matter.

Figure[2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} shows clusters on selected sections for the four regressions and one group comparison from Table[1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. The T1w *versus* CFS disability clusters extended bilaterally from the ventrolateral thalamus (*y* = --16, *z* = +12 in Fig.[2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}) through the posterior limb, genu and anterior limb of the internal capsule. The T1w *versus* somatic SS clusters shown were adjusted for depression and occupied more rostral frontal WM. (Refer to Fig.[3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"} to resolve the overlap with T1w *versus* CFS disability at *x* = --24 and *z* = +18.) The plot shows T1w values for individual subjects *versus* CFS disability at the most significant voxel, and demonstrates that many of the CFS values exceeded the maximum value in the controls, although the difference in means was insignificant. The peak in the midbrain cluster in which the WM volume decreased with CFS duration was in the crus cerebri (see *z* = --16), although volume changes extended to the thalamus. Three voxels were significant after correction for multiple comparisons ([@b4]). The adjacent clusters from the two T2w designs mostly occupied the right middle temporal WM within the right ILF.

![Clusters from regressions of *T*~1~-weighted spin-echo (T1w) *versus* chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) disability (A), T1w *versus* (depression adjusted) somatic symptom score (somatic SS) (B), white matter (WM) volume *versus* CFS duration (C) and T2w *versus* CFS duration (D). (E) From the T2w group comparison with CFS \> normal controls (NCs). (A--E) cross-reference to Table[1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. The clusters shown were formed with a voxel *P* threshold of 0.005 (*T* = 2.8), except for WM volume *versus* CFS duration (*P* = 0.001, *T* = 3.5). Red edges outline the thalamus and yellow edges the right inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF). The peak voxel for the CFS disability cluster is at the junction of the left ventrolateral thalamus and internal capsule (see *x* = --14, *y* = --16, *z* = +12) and the plot shows individual T1w values of that voxel for both subjects with CFS and NCs. The inset for *y* = --4 reverses the order of the T2w overlays to clarify the extent of overlap. The background image is the mean WM image from this study.](nbm0028-0404-f2){#fig02}

![Clusters before (top row) and after (bottom row) adjustment for depression for the *T*~1~-weighted spin-echo (T1w) *versus* chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) disability regression. The voxel threshold for cluster formation was *P* = 0.005 (*T* = 2.8). The edges of the thalamus are shown in red. The peak voxel shifted from the left ventrolateral thalamus--internal capsule junction near *x* = --16, *y* = --16, *z* = +12 in the top row to the left prefrontal white matter (WM) near *x* = --24, *y* = +30, *z* = +18 in the bottom row, indicating that depression effects were stronger more rostrally.](nbm0028-0404-f3){#fig03}

Figure[3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates the effect of adjusting for depression in the T1w *versus* CFS disability regression. Voxel *T* statistics were strengthened and the cluster expanded beyond the internal capsule into the adjacent prefrontal WM. The location in MNI space of the peak voxel moved from (--16 --12 10) at the left ventrolateral thalamus--internal capsule junction to (--30 30 20) in the left prefrontal WM. At these voxels, the ratios of T1w variance from CFS disability to variance from depression (the ratios of the regression slopes) were 1.35 and 0.47, respectively.

Figure[4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates, at a single voxel (--30, 30, 20), how depression adjustment reduces the T1w intersubject variances at most CFS disability values and renders them closer to their linear fit.

![Reduction of variance by adjustment for depression (blue) in *T*~1~-weighted spin-echo (T1w) values of individual subjects at the location of the peak voxel (--30, 30, 20). The regression slope was unchanged. The blue symbols and linear fit have been offset to the right to avoid overlap.](nbm0028-0404-f4){#fig04}

Separate regressions of T1w and T2w with anxiety and depression yielded no significant clusters in WM. However, regressions of WM volume images with anxiety and depression yielded the three clusters in the prefrontal WM shown in Figure[5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}. WM volume decreased with both increasing anxiety (top) and with increasing depression (bottom). With a cluster-forming threshold of 0.001, for anxiety only, one cluster had corrected *P* ≤ 0.05, whereas both clusters had uncorrected *P* ≤ 0.05. With a cluster-forming voxel threshold of 0.005, their corrected cluster *P* values were 0.02 and 0.09 (anxiety) and 0.025 (depression), and their uncorrected cluster *P* values were 0.001, 0.005 and 0.001, respectively, which are relevant here because, in this satellite analysis of MRI *versus* depression and anxiety, an a priori hypothesis can be posited for prefrontal WM (where adjustment for depression had profound effects on the T1w versus severity regressions). Peak voxels in these clusters were located at (--11, 49, 19), (22, 29, 35) and (--18, 19, 48), respectively.

![Maximum *T* statistic projections for white matter (WM) volume *versus* anxiety and WM volume *versus* depression. The clusters are in prefrontal WM and were formed with a voxel *P* = 0.005 threshold.](nbm0028-0404-f5){#fig05}

Discussion
==========

This exploratory cross-sectional brain MRI study of CFS is distinguished by several novel features.

-   For the first time in CFS, T1w and T2w images were subjected to quantitative analysis. Intersubject signal levels were normalised with the VBIS method ([@b33]). We also performed VBM.

-   Instead of relying only on the comparison with an NC group, we additionally assessed linear regressions of brain MRI with clinical measures of CFS severity (and duration).

-   We repeated regressions to adjust for the effects of depression and anxiety.

-   We confined our attention to associations in WM. Because we anticipated that such associations may be large in extent, we relaxed the cluster-forming voxel *P* threshold to 0.005.

This approach yielded two important conclusions. Nerve impulse conduction through the midbrain may be compromised in CFS. This was inferred from the paired observations of a severity-dependent increase in prefrontal T1w (myelination) and volume loss in midbrain WM.CFS severity effects are independent of depression and anxiety. This was inferred by the observation that adjustments for depression and anxiety actually strengthened the T1w *versus* severity statistics.

T1w changes in prefrontal WM
============================

Relaxation of the cluster-forming voxel threshold to 0.005 in this study revealed additional clusters in prefrontal WM where T1w correlated with the two CFS severity scores: CFS disability and somatic SS. Both scores decreased with increasing severity, so that their significant negative regressions with T1w in prefrontal WM correspond to increases in T1w with increasing CFS severity. Because T1w tracks changes in myelin levels ([@b19],[@b20]), this can be interpreted to mean that increasing CFS severity is associated with upregulated myelin levels in prefrontal WM. Taken together with the reports of midbrain WM volume loss ([@b4]) and midbrain neuroinflammation ([@b5]) in CFS, we can infer that these midbrain changes are associated with impaired nerve conduction, which stimulates a plastic response in the same circuits (in prefrontal WM) on the cortical side of the thalamic relay. Although the mechanisms for such myelin upregulation remain under investigation, *in vitro* work has demonstrated a dynamic role for oligodendrocytes in the adaptation of myelin levels to regulate nerve impulse transmission through axons (36-40). Motor-evoked potential observations ([@b41]) also support impaired central nerve conduction in CFS. The T1w CFS *versus* NC group analysis revealed no significant differences, underlining the advantage of the linear regression approach.

If confirmed, our inference that midbrain nerve conduction is impaired in CFS is of pivotal importance. The midbrain is involved in both brain--body and brain--brain communication ([@b42],[@b43]). The latter includes ascending neurohormonal (norepinephrine, dopamine and serotonin) fibres ([@b44],[@b45]). These, together with the midbrain ascending reticular activation system, maintain cortical arousal in response to sensory stimuli or attention-demanding tasks, and maintain a normal state of consciousness ([@b46]). A midbrain conduction deficit would provide an explanation at least for the autonomic dysfunction, impaired cognition and sleep disturbance of CFS.

T2w changes in middle temporal WM
=================================

T2w responds inversely to changes in regional blood volume ([@b22]), and so the negative regression with CFS duration reported earlier ([@b4]) and included here (regression D in Table[1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, Fig.[2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}) suggests that the right middle temporal WM blood volume increases with CFS duration. The group comparison for T2w with CFS \> NC also yielded a right middle temporal WM cluster (regression E in Table[1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, Fig.[2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting reduced WM blood volume in this region in CFS. These adjacent T2w findings suggest local cerebrovascular dysregulation. They involve the middle temporal area of ILF (see edges in Fig.[2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}) which subserves the anterior temporal lobe and superior temporal gyrus, which are key elements of the circuits involved in 'semantic knowledge' and 'ongoing cognition' ([@b47],[@b48]). Impaired ILF function could therefore affect cognitive ability. Right ILF abnormalities have also been reported (in diffusion tensor MRI) in CFS ([@b49]) and in Gulf War Illness ([@b50]), which shares many symptoms with CFS. Temporal lobe involvement in CFS was also indicated in an electroencephalogram coherence study ([@b17]).

Implications of adjustment for depression (and anxiety)
=======================================================

Anxiety and depression were originally included in the voxel-wise MRI statistical analyses as nuisance covariates to 'adjust out' any contribution they might make to local severity correlations. This approach isolates the component of the MRI *versus* CFS severity correlation that is independent of depression (or anxiety). If this adjustment were to appreciably weaken the severity correlation, it would suggest that the severity correlation was largely driven by variations in comorbid depression and/or anxiety, and that CFS is psychogenic in origin. Instead, for both T1w *versus* severity regressions, adjustment for depression strengthened the corrected cluster *P* in prefrontal WM and increased the cluster size (Table[1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, A and B; Figs[1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that these results are independent of depression (and anxiety). Thus, although depression levels have an association with (contribute variance to) the T1w signal in prefrontal WM, this variance is not correlated with the co-located variance from the CFS severity association. That is, depression is a statistical 'confounder'. Adjusting out the depression-related variance does not diminish the T1w *versus* CFS severity signal, but reduces the residual variance (see Fig.[4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}) and results in a stronger statistical inference. Indeed, for the cluster from regression B, it was only the depression-adjusted cluster *P* that survived the rigorous FDR criteria applied here, confirming that it was not merely a chance finding, and providing support for the use of the 0.005 cluster-forming voxel threshold. For clusters A, C and D, their corrected cluster *P* values were actually stronger for the more stringent uncorrected voxel *P* = 0.001 cluster-forming threshold, despite their sizes being reduced.

The shift in the peak voxel from the thalamus--internal capsule junction in the T1w *versus* CFS disability cluster (Fig.[3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}, top row, *y* = --12, *z* = +12) to the prefrontal WM after depression adjustment (Fig.[3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}, bottom row, *x* = --24, *z* = 18) indicates that the depression confound was stronger for more frontal locations.

It is of interest that depression and CFS have been reported to share immuno-inflammatory processes both systemically ([@b51]) and centrally ([@b52]), as has anxiety centrally ([@b53]). However, our analysis indicates that neither anxiety nor depression contributes to the observed associations between T1w and CFS severity in the present study, where anxiety and depression levels were subsyndromal ([@b4]).

MRI *versus* anxiety and depression
===================================

Because of the marked changes observed in MRI (T1w) *versus* CFS severity regressions after adjustment for depression and anxiety, we performed additional MRI regressions directly with anxiety or depression. These yielded significant clusters, but only in (VBM) WM volume regressions (Fig.[5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). These clusters were also located prefrontally and were adjacent to the left ventral prefrontal cortex locations reported for an fMRI anxiety-inducing scenario in subjects with CFS (but not NCs) ([@b16]). A recent large diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) study has demonstrated that depression correlates with fractional anisotropy, and mean and radial diffusivity in extended prefrontal WM, although, unlike this study, no (VBM) WM volume correlation was detected ([@b54]).

Although adjusting out the depression-associated variance in T1w appreciably strengthened the T1w *versus* CFS disability statistical inference in prefrontal WM (Table[1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, Figs[1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}, [3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}), the T1w *versus* depression regression itself did not yield a significant cluster (unless the cluster-forming threshold was relaxed excessively to uncorrected voxel *P* = 0.05, when a left prefrontal T1w cluster with uncorrected cluster *P* = 0.001 was detected -- not shown).

We have demonstrated that the local prefrontal WM associations between T1w and CFS severity are independent of anxiety and depression. This is a local result and does not exclude the contentious interpretation (from the *P* = 0.011/0.013 correlations here between the clinical scores of somatic SS/CFS disability and HADS depression) that CFS is simply a manifestation of depression. However, all of the MRI regressions with depression itself only yielded one cluster (Fig.[5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}) which was located in the same prefrontal WM in which the depression-independent T1w *versus* CFS severity regression was detected (Fig.[3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). That is, MRI signals in no other brain locations (which might influence CFS severity) correlated with depression, and therefore a depression-driven hypothesis for CFS is not supported here.

WM volume and myelination changes are decoupled
===============================================

Clusters from three WM volume regressions, namely with CFS duration (midbrain, Fig.[2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}), and anxiety and depression (prefrontal WM, Fig.[5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}), are not accompanied by co-located clusters from corresponding T1w regressions, indicating no changes in myelination. Thus, the volume changes do not appear to involve the oligodendrocytes which contain myelin. Instead, astrocyte shrinkage or loss has been proposed ([@b4]) to yield the volume loss.

Study limitations
=================

Causality cannot be determined from the cross-sectional study reported here. Longitudinal studies are now indicated to confirm the inferences suggested here by the CFS duration regressions.

Two of the severity scores, somatic SS and neuro SS, used as regressors here, although based on the most frequent CFS symptoms ([@b27],[@b28]) and having much in common with validated scores, such as the 'Centers for Disease Control (CDC) CFS Symptom Inventory' ([@b55]), cannot themselves be regarded as validated. Validated severity measures may yield even stronger MRI associations.

Because of the novelty of the experimental method, some interpretations proposed here are not well established in the neuroimaging community. In particular, we interpret intersubject variation in signal-normalised T1w to reflect variation in myelin levels. T1w is also influenced by tissue fluid levels, but so too is T2w ([@b21]). The absence of parallel T1w and T2w associations reduces the likelihood that variations in fluid levels can explain the T1w (or T2w) variations observed here.

The indirect inference here from prefrontal T1w variation, that nerve impulse propagation in the midbrain is compromised in CFS, raises the question of whether it would be better to confirm/refute a midbrain conduction deficit using DTI and/or resting-state fMRI? The answer to this question for a small structure such as the midbrain which contains multiple crossing, in some cases dispersed, fibre bundles is unclear. This will depend on the suitability of DTI and fMRI, which are compromised by distortions from instrumentation and patient-induced magnetic field inhomogeneities and a relatively coarse voxel size, for a study of the midbrain. Clinical studies incorporating both T1w and DTI and/or fMRI imaging are required to assess their relative strengths. Future studies in this laboratory will also include advanced DTI acquisition and processing ([@b55]--[@b56]).

Conclusions
===========

The severity-dependent elevation of myelination in the internal capsule and prefrontal WM reported here, together with midbrain volume loss and midbrain neuroinflammation in CFS reported elsewhere ([@b4],[@b5]), suggest that these midbrain changes are associated with impaired midbrain nerve conduction. Impaired brain--body and brain--brain communication through the midbrain could explain many of the autonomic and cognitive symptoms of CFS. Despite the observation here that clinical scores of CFS severity correlate with those of depression, in prefrontal WM the T1w variance associated with CFS severity does not correlate with the variance associated with anxiety and depression. Thus, although anxiety, depression and CFS may share biological similarities, on the present evidence, CFS appears to be a distinct disorder. T2w changes were detected in right middle temporal lobe WM which is relevant to cognition ([@b47],[@b48]). This work highlights the potential of quantitative analysis of T1w and T2w MRI in clinical research.
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:   body mass index

CFS

:   chronic fatigue syndrome
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:   cerebrospinal fluid

DTI

:   diffusion tensor imaging

FDR

:   false discovery rate

fMRI

:   functional MRI

FWHM

:   full width at half-maximum

GM

:   grey matter

HADS

:   Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale

ILF

:   inferior longitudinal fasciculus

MNI

:   Montreal Neurological Institute

NC

:   normal control

neuro SS

:   neurological symptom score

PET

:   positron emission tomography

somatic SS

:   somatic symptom score

SPECT

:   single-photon emission computed tomography

SPM

:   statistical parametric mapping

SS

:   symptom score

T1w

:   T~1~-weighted spin-echo

T2w

:   T~2~-weighted spin-echo
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VBM

:   voxel-based morphometry

VL
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:   white matter.
